Phospholipid regulates the activation of factor X by tissue factor/factor VIIa (TF/VIIa) via substrate and product interactions.
Although the phospholipid requirement for tissue factor (TF) activity has been well-established, the mechanism by which the surface regulates enzymatic activity remains unclear. We added phospholipid vesicles to already relipidated TF (30/70 PS/PC) and found that added lipid can both enhance and inhibit the rate of factor X (F.X) activation. Using active-site-inhibited F.Xa we demonstrate that F.Xa is a more potent inhibitor of TF/VIIa at lower lipid concentrations, and that this inhibition is attributable to high surface occupancy by F.Xa near the enzyme. We also find that exactly twice as many F.Xa molecules are bound to a lipid surface at saturation as F.X, and that a dimer model of F.Xa binding to the lipid can account for the experimentally observed, preferential binding of F.Xa (compared to F.X) to phospholipid surfaces. We manipulated the amount of phospholipid available to each TF molecule by controlling vesicle size and the number of TF molecules per vesicle and found that, as the 2D radius of phospholipid available to each TF molecule was increased, the observed k(cat) increased hyperbolically toward a maximum or "true k(cat)". At a 2D lipid radius of approximately 37 nm, the observed k(cat) was 50% of the "true k(cat)". Thus, phospholipid surface serves as a conduit for F.X presentation and F.Xa removal, and the rate at which F.Xa leaves the vicinity of the enzyme, either by lateral diffusion or desorption from the surface, regulates the rate of F.X activation. We argue that these findings require reevaluation of existing models of coagulation.